
Sharpening 
Sharpening is essentially the process of increasing the edge contrast to an image. Traditional 
wisdom suggests that sharpening is the last thing that you do to your image. This is because the 
amount that you may want to sharpen will depend on the output (eg print or web) and the image 
size. When sharpening, view the image at 100% resolution v1 x1 to see what effect 
is occurring.


Sharpening in Photoshop 

Sharpen





This method applies standard sharpening to the whole of the image. Sharpen edges seems to do 
just that, as does Sharpen more. There is no control over how much sharpening occurs with any 
of these methods.




Smart sharpen


Guide: use a radius of 1 for 2400px 
and a radius 0.3 for 1200px size 
images.


Start with the amount slider, 
increasing until you see halos, then 
pull it back a bit. 


Gaussian blur for soft images, lens 
blur for unintentional camera 
movement.


Noise will more likely occur in the 
shadows, so you can adjust the 
highlights and shadows differently.
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Unsharp mask


Amount: how much contrast is added to the pixels on 
each side of the edge ie how strong you want your 
sharpening to be.


Radius: how many pixels on each side of the edge the 
sharpening is applied to (eg 1-2 pixels). Higher resolution 
images need a larger radius. Set this slider first.

• Website: 0.2-0.3 pixels

• Small to medium photographic prints: 0.3-1.0 pixels

• Canvas printing: 1.0-2.5 pixels


Threshold: suppress the sharpening in areas with little 
contrast (eg skies). This slider is a balance between 
detail and noise. 

0 = everything sharpened, 255 = nothing sharpened.


High pass sharpening


• Remove noise in the image

• Duplicate the image layer xaqE xaqE

• Desaturate the duplicated image to reduce noise artefacts further Image > Adjustments > 

Desaturate 
• On the duplicated layer, navigate to Filter > Other > High Pass and select a radius to capture 

just the edges (typically between 2.5-4 but varies from image to image) and click OK. 

• Set the blend mode should be Hard Light, Soft Light or Overlay.

• Reduce the layer opacity as needed.

• Mask in or out as needed. If you will both add and take away sharpening, add a white layer 

mask, then fill the mask with 50% grey. (Set the Foreground colour to 50% grey and with the 
layer mask active, use Alt-Delete to fill the mask. Alternatively Edit > Fill) Paint in what you do 
need with a white brush and paint out what you don’t need with a black brush.
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Sharpening using ACR 



Stamp the top layer and make this a smart object before 
going to Filter > ACR filter 

Radius: controls the size of the edges you wish to 
enhance, where a smaller radius enhances smaller-scale 
detail. You'll usually want a radius setting that is 
comparable to the size of the smallest detail within your 
image.


Amount: controls the overall strength of the sharpening 
effect, and is usually listed as a percentage. A good 
starting point is often a value of 100%.


Threshold (Masking): controls the minimum brightness 
change that will be sharpened. This can be used to 
sharpen more pronounced edges, while leaving more 
subtle edges untouched. It's especially useful to avoid 
sharpening noise. Hold down a while moving the slider 
to see the effect.


Detail: controls the relative sharpening of fine versus 
coarse detail (within a given radius value), in addition to 
affecting the overall strength of sharpening. Higher values 
emphasize fine detail, but also increase the overall 
sharpening effect. You will therefore likely need to adjust 
this setting in conjunction with the amount/percent setting.


Sharpening notes 
• Sharpening tools in Photoshop are destructive (unless you use a smart object layer)

• You don’t necessarily need to sharpen. And you probably don’t want to sharpen the whole 

image. Consider how the eye of the viewer will flow through the image (see Monochrome 
workshop notes). You may want to consider firstly creative sharpening, followed by 
output sharpening.


• Sharpening is likely to alter the luminance and saturation of the image.

• Reduce image noise before sharpening so that you don’t intensify the noise. 

• Sharpen your image on a separate layer so that you can resharpen it later to output to a 

different medium. Set the layer’s blending mode to Luminosity to avoid colour shifts along 
edges.


• Sharpening increases image contrast. If you find that highlights or shadows are clipped after 
you sharpen, use BlendIf to prevent sharpening in highlights and shadows.


• Sharpen your image multiple times in small amounts. Sharpen the first time to correct blur 
caused by capturing your image (scanning it or taking it with your digital camera). After 
you’ve colour-corrected and sized your image, sharpen it again (or a copy of it) to add the 
appropriate amount of sharpening for your output medium. 


• If possible, judge your sharpening by outputting it to the final medium. The amount of 
sharpening needed varies among output media. For example, less sharpening will be 
needed when printing on glossy paper than when printing to matte paper.


https://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/image-sharpening.htm explores sharpening issues 
further… 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Colour  
Vibrance vs saturation 
• The saturation slider is more aggressive than the vibrance slider in that it affects all colours in 

the image, regardless of how saturated they already are.

• The vibrance slider only affects muted colours and leaves skin tones and already-saturated 

colours alone. Reducing the vibrance to -100 does not create a black and white image because 
vibrance only affects the intensity of the most saturated colours.


The colour picking windows in Photoshop 

•Hue and the colour wheel (360 degrees)

•Saturation %

•Brightness %

•Red, green, blue: diagonal movement  
 increases/decreases saturation, vertically  
 and horizontally increases shade.

•Hex

•Add to swatches

•Colour libraries


The colour window can be docked and viewed in 
various ways, the colour wheel being probably the 
most useful.




The Adobe colour themes window is a 
useful tool to collect colour swatches and  
also to accurately identify complementary 
and analogous colours, etc.


https://helpx.adobe.com/uk/photoshop/
using/adobe-color-themes.html 
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Creating a colour grade 
Colour grades are useful for pulling together the colours in an image in a very subtle way towards 
the end of editing. It is particularly useful in composited images.


• Add a Gradient map 
adjustment layer and change 
the blend mode to Color.


• Click on the gradient to open 
the gradient window and 
adjust the gradient to suit your 
image.


• Reduce the opacity of the 
gradient map layer to 20% or 
less to achieve a subtle effect. 


• You may need to use Blendif 
to protect the highlights and 
the shadows.


Is my image over-saturated? 

Create an Invert adjustment layer, 
Color blend mode, 50% opacity. 


This will give you a monochrome image 
if none of the colours are saturated, but 
will show colour if over-saturated. 


To correct this, add a Selective Color 
adjustment layer below the Invert layer 
and correct in the appropriate colour 
channel(s).


Color blend mode creates a result colour with the luminance of the base colour and the hue and 
saturation of the blend colour. This preserves the grey levels in the image and is therefore useful 
for colouring monochrome images and for tinting colour images.
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BlendIf in Photoshop 
BlendIf allows protection of parts of the dynamic range from a change applied to the layer in 
question or the layer(s) below:


“Protect my shadows from the effect 
that this layer produces” 




“Protect my highlights from the effect 
that this layer produces” 




Blendif is accessed by clicking the 
empty space to the right of the icon/
text in the layer panel. Holding a will 
allow you to “split" the marker to 
produce a feathered blendif effect.


Sharpening 
 Create combined layer cmd-alt-shift-e

• High pass filter - linear light blend mode

• Double click > blendif (underlying layer slider in window) 

• Move sliders and feather) to control sharpening in midtones

 

Noise reduction 
Remove noise in shadows - create duplicate layer an use blendif slider as above

 

Saturation boost 
Add vibrance layer, push up vibrance and then use blendif slider to improve midtones

 

Vignette 
• Create black layer then make a hole in the mask with a big brush

• Double click and take the muddy white out using the blendif slider, so that the highlights aren't 

greyed


Textures 
Overlay or soft light blend modes (sometimes screen) - use blendif slider to develop the textures 
in a more sophisticated way.
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